Binocular vision, age and symptoms.
Changes with age in heterophoria, associated heterophoria, fixation disparity and stereopsis for near vision were investigated in a sample of 187 subjects (age range from 10 to 65 years) divided into six age groups. With increasing age, heterophoria, associated heterophoria and fixation disparity increased in the exo-direction. No change in stereopsis was found. A comparison with visual symptoms for near vision indicated a relationship between symptoms and the magnitude of fixation disparity and associated heterophoria for all age groups, but no relationship was found between the presence of symptoms and heterophoria measurement. No relationship between the presence of symptoms and the central slope of the forced vergence fixation disparity curve was found. These findings suggested that neither the measurement of heterophoria nor the forced vergence disparity curve are appropriate tests in the assessment of binocular vision anomalies. However, fixation disparity and associated heterophoria are related to binocular problems for near vision in all age groups.